I understand that I will have to shoot on manual mode. Canon EOS and Nikon so you can mount a Nikon F lens on a Canon EOS dSLR body and use it (albeit. Find great deals on eBay for Nikon Manual For Canon Camera Lens in Camera Lenses. Shop with confidence. Use old manual Nikon lenses on Canon EOS M (via adapter). Alan Krantas The Angry. On my Nikon D700 I'm able to switch to manual mode and configure for a specific This means that with an ordinary Canon autofocus lens, pressing the shutter. I am looking at this Canon 50mm lens for my Nikon D5200. How can I be sure that this lens will fit on my Nikon D5200? The camera manual does not have a list. Nikon, Pentax & Canon EOS mounts chipped for film or DSLRs!! 20/3.5, 28/2.8, Manual Focus Aspherical 28mm, this promises to be a super sharp lens! F/stop.

Of course not every manual lens will be that good, here are some general. Lets say you want to use a Minolta MC 1.2/58 and a Canon FD 4/300 L, the you need On the adapters when using Nikon, especially the G lenses (those. Rokinon 10mm f/2.8 ED AS NCS CS Lens for Nikon F Mount, Manual Focus AS NCS CS Lens for Canon EF Mount is a prime, manual focus wide-angle lens. Canon EF or Nikon– Which Metabones Speed Booster adapter should you get for has a clickless manual aperture ring that allows you smoothly adjust a lens'. Lensbaby 5.8mm f/3.5 Circular Fisheye Manual Focus Lens for Canon EOS. Lensbaby Fujifilm X Nikon Pentax K Sony Alpha / Minolta AF. LBCFEF. Vello Canon EF/EF-S Lens to Sony E Camera Adapter (Manual Focus) ($50) This Adapter for Sony E Mount Camera and SC Nikon/Canon Lens. I recently purchased a pre-AI Nikkor Macro
as it was fairly cheap and the glass looked I'm guessing some of you guys who use manual lens will have had this.

Optically this lens is extraordinary — but so are the Nikon 50mm f/1.4 G, Focus is silent, and you may grab the ring at any time for instant manual focus override. Three elements of SLD glass, which Nikon calls ED and Canon calls UD. Nikon 35mm f/1.4 Nikkor AI-S Manual Focus Lens for Nikon Digital SLR Cameras. Sigma 18-35mm f/1.8 DC HSM Lens for Canon - Creative COW's user support and If you get the Sigma 18-35 f1.8 for Canon, you will need an adapter with manual or If I were you, I would get the Nikon mount version of this lens.

This is an in-depth review of the manual focus Zeiss Distagon T* 35mm f/2.0 ZF.2, a second generation 35mm f/2 prime lens from Zeiss for Nikon and Canon. I Letaix all the manual/vintage glass we use..whether its Contax, Nikon, FD, M42 I use Nikon AIs lenses with lens gear rings by jbkcinequipt.com and a Optitek. Is there a lens mount you can recommend that would allow me to attach a Sigma all manual though, so best for old Nikon manual lenses. certainly no AF.

I ditched Nikon for this very reason and stick with Pentax. Here is some sweet irony - the Nikon D5100 can’t meter a Nikon AI manual focus lens, but a Canon.

Zeiss 55mm f/1.4 Otus Distagon T* Lens for Canon EF (Manual Focus) · 5. $3,756.39. Zeiss Otus 85mm f/1.4 Apo Planar T* ZF Manual Focus Lens for Nikon F.

I have a new Canon 70D and several Nikon F mount manual lenses that were used with my old Nikon F3. I see that there are several adapters that may be.
about how to combine a digital imaging system with an old lens, take a look at Canon's 1.6X crop factor for their APS-C DSLRs, while Nikon, Sony, etc.

The second thing you need to know is that this is a manual-focus-only lens. Like all of the other Zeiss ZE (for Canon) and ZF (for Nikon) lenses, it's manual. If you were previously using a Nikon 50mm f/1.4 G, a Canon 50mm f/1.4, or a Sigma 50mm f/1.4 EX, you should consider this lens. Again, however, only as long as it fits your needs.

Kelda 420-800mm F/8.3-16 Super Telephoto Manual Zoom Lens for Canon EOS EF Nikon DSLR Camera by Andoer. 1 customer review. Find great deals on eBay for Auto and Manual Focus Lens FOR Canon SLR New Sigma 50mm F1.4 DG HSM Art 50 mm f/1.4 for Nikon 1 Year Au Wty.

Adapts Nikon F Lens for Use on Canon EOS Camera If the lens does not have a manual aperture collar, the aperture will be stopped down to its smallest f/stop. Both the Nikon Nikkor 50mm 1.8 Manual Focus Lens and Nikon to Canon Mount Adapter are included in this list price. Note: All vintage lenses are fully manual-focus lenses. In using the Canon 85mm f/1.2 II and the Nikon 85mm f/1.4G in live-view mode as well to ensure focus is accurate.
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This lens has a metal piece that extends back.